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While the Hyugens scholarship was what initially brought me to Amsterdam for my MA, the continuation of my studies here is due to Flip Lindo. After my MA, Flip proposed that I work as a researcher on a project he and my future colleagues were then developing – an effort that later materialized as the GEITONIES project. The idea of working with Flip again was incredibly exciting. It was also a major reason for me starting this PhD. Taking the exams for the IKY (Greek State Scholarships Foundation) postgraduate scholarship program became a way for me to hasten the onset of our collaboration, at a time when the start of the formal project faced delays.

I cannot imagine my PhD journey without Flip. He has had an enthusiastic and active engagement in every stage of this project and was an endless source of support and inspiration. I admired the clarity and sharpness of his thought and the originality of his criticism, which challenged my ideas and helped me be what I am as a social scientist. He has been clearly the most prominent figure in my academic career; and more than that, he is also a beloved friend with whom I have shared life in and outside academia over recent years. We conducted ethnographic field research as well as quantitative research together, have taught alongside each other, and have also spent long evenings together with plenty of alcohol, attended concerts and performances, travelled, and spent many important days in each others’ company. Flip, thank you for everything.

Next, I wish to express my deep gratitude to three friends who are also PhD colleagues: Elif Keskiner, Yanni Tzanini and Maria Bruquetas. I have experienced, suffered and eventually celebrated the end of our theses with two of them already and I am now looking forward to the end of the project of the youngest member of our small and strong team. Their constructive comments and insights during our discussions were invaluable and their friendship irreplaceable.
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I am beholden to IKY for providing me with funding for the first three and a half years of my research, and to IMES for providing me a one-year grant after the depletion of the IKY scholarship. I also wish to thank our family friend Dina for being the person she was, and for providing me with financial support at a critical point. The same also goes to my grandfather, who today, in his 96th year, continues to teach me through the joy and energy that he displays for life.
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